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Workshop: Future Aspects of Artificial Intelligence Day 5

1.1

Sasi Kumar: A general view on Artificial Intelligence

Artificial Intelligence is the concept of making machines (robots, computers, vehicles, etc.)
to behave like humans. Humans can analyse a situation based on their knowledge and
training and respond to a totally new situation. Artificial Intelligence strictly means,
enabling machines with such intelligence or capability to learn from examples and make
decisions in a situation similar (not same) to the learned examples. Human brain is a
supercomputer with massive parallel computing network and no computer, even in the
current highly developed technological world could challenge a properly trained human
brain. Then, why do we want the computers (or machines involving computing power)
have intelligence similar to humans? The reason is, as humans we have limitations. Some
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of them are:
1. Speed of computations involving large numbers, fractions and sequences of operations.
2. Diligence and precision in performing repetitive tasks.
3. Lack of emotions, that distract attention.
4. Capability of performing in adverse environments and situations as they are lifeless.
Because of the above said (and many more) advantages, computers and robots (automated
machinery) find their place in the technological developments and now they are inevitable.
The same fundamental characteristics attach the researchers and scientists to make them
even more capable by enabling them with the power of thinking. However, no computer or
robot exactly mimics the human being in the current scenario and not expected to do so
in the near future. Currently, they are equipped with some level of intelligence to perform
some tasks in a much more effective manner to aid the humans, which we call Machine
Learning, a subset of Artificial Intelligence technology. There are several applications of
Machine Learning in the current scenario and the filed is rapidly expanding to several
technological domains. Many of the applications of Machine Learning are amicable and
very useful to the humans and some are alarming. In this essay, the usefulness and
concerns of the Artificial Intelligence (or Machine Learning) are explored through the
following examples.
1. Medical Diagnostics: Machine Learning is useful in analysis of patient specific
diagnostic data such as MRI scans, CT-scans, et cetera. This is because, typical
patient to doctor interaction spans for few minutes to half an hour. In such a short
duration, doctor (however experienced) could not thoroughly investigate the test
reports. He mainly reads the indications from the report of radiologist or the lab.
Investigator and based on those, reviews the particular portions of the scans. In
most of the cases, patients go to the doctor with specific complaints and the doctors
analysis will be based on those complaints or symptoms. In all these scenarios,
there is a high possibility of missing several cues from the test data. Especially,
many diseases do not show any particular symptoms in the beginning stage and still
the test reports could have hint them. Computers equipped by Machine Learning
capabilities could identify and prepare a comprehensive diagnostic report to aid the
doctor in making a better diagnosis and take appropriate decision.
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2. Medical Chat-Bots: These chat bots with the natural language processing and
voice recognition capabilities, interact with the patients to record their symptoms
and analyse them to suggest further course of action. Such tasks are obviously not
possible for a doctor, as they could not spend much time with each patient.
3. Discovery of New Materials: Simulations equipped with Machine Learning could
lead to discovery of new materials. The systems can be trained to simulate the
behaviour of chemical combination of two or more elements. They can learn from
such training sets to simulate the behaviour of new materials and at least identify
possible candidates for a new application.
The above-mentioned examples are on the bright side of the Artificial Intelligence, which
help the human beings. However, there are some alarming concerns with the rapidly
developing technologies involving the Artificial Intelligence:
1. Influencing Human Choices for Illicit Benefits: it is quite common in the web
browsers that we get several choices as we search for something. Using our browsing
history, the browsers automatically populate website links, videos, and music files of
our choice and to this extent it is fine and useful. However, these can also be used
to influence our decisions to buy a particular product, go to a particular hospital
or get attracted to a particular religion or propaganda. Recent allegations on the
Cambridge Analytica, using the personal details of Facebook users to influence the
elections in USA is an example. Machine Learning can be further used to show
information related to a particular topic or incident in the social media to highlight
it and draw attention of people and seek illicit benefits from such attention. For
example, some studies say “coffee” is not good for health. Some say it is good for
health. Both may be right under the given circumstances but, Machine Learning
can be used to promote or reduce consumption of coffee, by always showing results
supporting it or opposing it in a given region.
2. Autonomous Driving: Driving is an artform. Because, it comes by years of regular
practice, by which our subconscious mind takes over the task of routine driving. The
capability of human vision and touch sensing are highly superior. That is why even
a highly sophisticated robots can not handle fragile things like eggs safely. Driving
often requires very sharp reaction to a situation and humans are capable due to years
of practice. Current Artificial Intelligence-technologies need to be further developed
to reach such accuracy both in terms of the software and hardware (sensors and
actuators).
5

1.2

Lim Yi: Artificial Intelligence and data. Good or bad?

In the advancing world of technology, more and more data are easily available everywhere.
Data are coming from all sorts of sensors ranging from sensors installed in buildings,
records of past data experiments and increasingly, from our smart phones.
As cities moves into smart cities and internet of things connects seemingly endless devices
together, data is almost instantaneously available. Even if the data are anonymous, we
are losing our privacy faster than ever. With complex Artificial Intelligence algorithms,
Artificial Intelligence can predict where we are, what we will do next or what we are likely
to do based on all these readily available data. Artificial Intelligence has the power to even
use parameters that may not be intuitive to human perception to predict. For example,
Artificial Intelligence can use parameters such as the colour of your shirt to predict your
preference in food.
Definitely, the vast amount of data that are readily available today is scary and can be
seen as a bad thing. One case is the Social Credit System in China. It is intended to
use as a standard assessment on its citizens as part of mass surveillance. As mentioned
earlier, Artificial Intelligence use can parameters that may not be intuitive to human
perception and this will mean that we may not understand why some people get lower
Social Credit and another person despite not having large difference based on human
perception. Furthermore, Artificial Intelligence does not look into data that cannot be
perfectly quantified such as emotional state and Artificial Intelligence might not be able
to differentiate dirty data from clean data, leading to wrong analysis. In that sense, a
single Artificial Intelligence analysis can rule your life.
However, is it necessary a bad thing? Lets look into Google Maps. When using Google
Maps to drive to a specific destination, Google Maps takes in real-time data so that they
can understand the traffic conditions area near you. At the same time, they also take in
data from many other Google Maps users to understand the traffic conditions near them.
As a result, Google Maps have enough data to make very accurate predictions about the
traffic conditions around the country. They are then able to develop a route where you
will avoid the most traffic and reach your destination faster. This in turn leads to a lot of
time saved in the entire country, allowing people to focus their time on more important
things.
In my opinion, Artificial Intelligence is like power. In the wrong hands, it is bad, however,
when used for the better of humanity, it have endless opportunity to make the world
better.
6

1.3

Oh Xi Yu: Artificial Intelligence and Manufacturing

With the advancement of technology, the manufacturing industry is now entering Industry
4.0, where cyber physical systems and the Internet of Things equip manufacturers with
the necessary tools to develop smarter and more optimized processes. Through the digitization of manufacturing, the 4th industrial revolution adopts computers and automation to
enhance manufacturing processes with smart, autonomous and data-driven systems fueled
by Artificial Intelligence.
Compared to many other fields where the use of Artificial Intelligence can be dubious
and sometimes unreliable, the manufacturing field is filled with repetitive and laborious
tasks that can be streamlined and automated with the help of Artificial Intelligence. The
industry also deals with a substantial amount of data, most of which go unprocessed
because there is a lack of understanding about which data is useful and which is not.
Artificial Intelligence presents a golden opportunity to this problem as it thrives on large
databases; it may bring new revelation and knowledge to manufacturers with the resources
that they already have but not know how to use.
Beyond taking on menial and monotonous tasks, Artificial Intelligence can also bring
about change in the way design and fabrication processes are being carried out. From
generative design to improved post-production support, Artificial Intelligence can help
the manufacturing industry by introducing cutting-edge design philosophies and reducing
defects or wastes produced.
Through generative design, Artificial Intelligence helps to explore all possible permutations of a design problem, detect possible defects or fabrication obstacles, and derives the
most optimal solutions, cutting down the time-consuming trial and error procedures that
manufacturers typically have to deal with.
Next, Artificial Intelligence allows for real-time and predictive maintenance, detecting and
predicting defects in machinery and equipment before issues arise. Artificial Intelligence
also conducts superior quality checks for manufacturers as it is able to pick out minute
details and defects in fabricated products far more reliably and accurately. Artificial Intelligence enables the harnessing of useful data, to gather and process previously unused data
to unlock new insights for manufacturers. Furthermore, smart supply chain becomes more
of a reality with the help of Artificial Intelligence to provide real-time updates, minimize
operational delays, and reduce forecasting errors. Additionally, Artificial Intelligence can
also reduce the environmental impact made by the manufacturing industry by using data
and sensors to adjust resources intake and lower emissions or wastes produced. Lastly,
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Artificial Intelligence is able to provide post-production support such as automated client
assistance, prioritization and identification of customer needs and pain points.
Overall, Artificial Intelligence can bring about improvement to several areas of the manufacturing industry, including but not limited to improved quality, increased efficiency,
reduced waste, lower costs and enhanced safety. Artificial Intelligence is able to boost
productivity in factories while reducing human involvement in menial tasks, resulting in
less manual labor and risks of accidents happening. Many of the abovementioned advantages that Artificial Intelligence can introduce are already being researched, if not already
implemented. For instance, OTTO Motors employs self-driving vehicles in manufacturing
facilities that uses Artificial Intelligence and advanced lidar sensors to enable flexible, safe
and collaborative material handling.
Another example includes FANUC plant, a Japanese “lights-out factory” with a 7:1 robot
to human ratio. With the help of Artificial Intelligence, robots in this factory build
themselves, test themselves and inspect themselves with minimal human intervention.
The future of Artificial Intelligence in manufacturing involves having autonomous robots
that do not require time-consuming and expensive programming, but rather they will only
need a simple input to specify a task and the system will automatically translate these
specifications into a program. As such, even though Artificial Intelligence is still in its
experimental phase in several manufacturing applications today, studies show that it will
play a crucial and integral role in the industry within the next five years.
However, Artificial Intelligence definitely poses some challenges to manufacturers. One of
the biggest concerns is the elimination of human’s role in manufacturing. With Artificial
Intelligence’s capabilities and the possibilities it can bring about, the displacement of human jobs becomes an inevitable future. Having an artificially driven manufacturing plant
also poses the risk of having misaligned goals between humans and robots. Programmed
to pursue efficiency and productivity, Artificial Intelligence decision making may deviate
from human judgment at times. Additionally, even though automation is a key benefit
of using Artificial Intelligence for manufacturing, it can also cause problems if the system
does not recognize an issue in the process, resulting in continuous production of defected
products.
Despite these drawbacks, it is almost impossible for manufacturers to refuse to partake
in the Artificial Intelligence movement. The pros of incorporating Artificial Intelligence
into factories and supply chains vastly outweigh the potential issues that may arise. By
not investing in Artificial Intelligence technology, manufacturers will lose out to competi8

tors in terms of productivity and costs, hence likely leading to falling out of the market.
Furthermore, employing Artificial Intelligence in the manufacturing industry is not about
replacing humans entirely, but rather finding a way to integrate both humans and Artificial
Intelligence to work side-by-side.
With the help of Big Data and Artificial Intelligence, robots are able to accept instructions
from humans through plain speech and perform tasks previously carried out by humans,
but with greater capabilities, precision and efficiency. Humans in turn are freed up to take
on more creative, personal and visionary roles in the field while keeping close supervision
of Artificial Intelligence operations to ensure that the goals between the two are coherent.
With the right algorithm, Artificial Intelligence brings about speed, efficiency and industrial advancement for manufacturers in ways that humans alone cannot achieve. The key
to manufacturing progress is careful integration between the two so that one does not compromise the other, but instead both robots and humans should work together to maximize
each other’s capabilities.
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1.4

Kim Seng Woon: Artificial Intelligence and AEC industry

Artificial Intelligence offers considerable premises such as that the robots should do some
dull and difficult jobs. But how do we ensure that the future is bright? How much time
do we even have before machines are as capable as we are? And, when the machines act,
how can we be sure they will behave ethically and to our benefit?
The global construction industry has grown by only 1% per year over the past few decades.
Compare this with a growth rate of 3.6% in manufacturing, and 2.8% for the whole world
economy ([1]). Productivity, or the total economic output per worker, has remained flat
in construction or the AEC Industry. In comparison, productivity has grown 1500% in
retail, manufacturing, and agriculture since 1945. One of the reasons for this is that
construction is one of the most under-digitized industries in the world and is slow to
adopt new technologies (McKinsey, 2017).
What is the Problem? The problem with the adoption “Artificial Intelligence in the AEC
Industry” can be identified as a) a “resistance towards technology” and b) a “fear of
job/business displacement”.
What are the Causes? These two entwined problem in the AEC industry can potentially
pose a great threat to the adoption of Artificial Intelligence: with a “resistance towards
technology, the construction industry is facing productivity challenges, particularly in Singapore ([2]), where developers are faced with continuing restrictions on foreign labour,
increasing manpower costs and limited local talent.
Automation and technology like Building Information Modelling (BIM) can assist in the
move towards more prefabrication by moving routine labour to a safer and more efficient
factory environment or off-site manufacturing. The AEC industry need to invest in new
factory, automation equipment as well as collaboration software tools in order to stay
ahead.
Why the hesitance? Today, there are advanced Artificial Intelligence-tools that can solve
late and over budget construction projects. It uses robots to autonomously capture 3D
scans (Lidar) of construction sites and then feeds that data into a deep Neural Network
that classifies how far along different sub-projects are an Artificial Intelligence technique
known as Reinforcement Learning ([3]). Potentially, organisation will benefit significantly
if they are quick to see the horizon especially the business upside.
Again, why the hesitance? Unfortunately, most contractors in Singapore choose the “wait
and see”-attitude often waiting for the government direction and especially incentives to
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fund such Artificial Intelligence-initiatives. The AEC industry, particularly the contractors, see new technology as a risk and avoid to be the first movers. This mindset has to
be changed - otherwise it would pose a challenge to overcome such ingrained resistance
towards technology.
Regarding the “fear of job/business displacement”, there is some unnerving cloud of uncertainty or fear, founded or unfounded, about how disruptive Artificial Intelligence could
displace job and closed down businesses. If true, this can have a negative social impact in
the AEC Industry.
Automation of tasks means productivity improvement which can result in leaner workforce.
Some workers may never be able to return to their old job that require manual skills such
as manual welding vs. a high precision robotic welding that produces high quality output.
Sustainable perhaps?
Job security may mean a lot to many people. An organisation that behaved in laggardly
fashion towards enabling technologies such Artificial Intelligence, may be threatened into
extinction if nothing is done. Not only company cease to exist, people lose their livelihood due to some irresponsible management behaviour towards technology. Unsustainable
perception!
Construction being a labour-intensive industry depends on large number of both unskilled
and skilled employees on-site. It is the only industry with the lowest productivity rate
compared to other industries which grown significantly, such as retail and manufacturing
which exceed 1500%. This sector has the potential to experience major job reconfiguration or even redundancy! McKinsey Global Institute (MGI), projects that if automation
adoption is in the midpoint of a range of scenarios, about 15% of the global workforce, or
400 million workers, will be displaced by 2030. There are also another 8 9% of employees
who will work in categories that do not yet exist today. There will be significant reskilling
of workers ([4]). This is real.
How to Overcome? The two entwined issues can be overcome with the right posture taken
by the AEC Industry. From the employees perspective,
• Artificial Intelligence would natural attract a different breed of workers and professionals looking for rewarding career and are motivated towards such industry.
• Emphasis on better career prospect for AEC Professional with better Organisation
performance through leveraging Artificial Intelligence enabling technologies be it in
the areas of data science, robotics and machine learning, et cetera.
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• Staff must be willing to be trained, re-train, re-tool and re-learn. Thus, they must
possess the right attitude and expectation - resilient and expect change as constant.
• Expect less workers on-site as more highly trained workers are needed to operate
robots or be assisted by robots with Artificial Intelligence capabilities - less resources
means lesser issues for Human Resources (HR) to manage, a big plus point.
From the Employer/Government Perspective
• Contractors need to adapt quickly otherwise they may lose out totally to the competition - with the advent of Artificial Intelligence, Machine Learning and Deep
Learning capabilities where these are offered in intelligent robots.
• Local government can develop industry roadmap to pin-point technologies that could
help the AEC industry to move forward.
• Local government should incentivise and encourage innovations through various initiatives like call for collaboration, grant call and financial support for start-ups in
Artificial Intelligence related businesses ([5]).
• As a whole, government should provide the necessary training to support these employers especially small and medium business enterprises (SME) to train their employees or looking to improve business capabilities - Capability Development Grant
(CDG) ([6]).
• The Productivity Innovation Project (PIP) scheme is administered by BCA (government agency), which aims to defray the cost of technology adoption involving application of technology to improve productivity and re-engineering of work processes.
This is to encourage the construction related companies to embark on development
projects that build up their capabilities and improve their processes for achieving
higher site productivity ([7]).
Embracing Artificial Intelligence for a Better Future: Artificial Intelligence is here for
good and we need to embrace and welcome it for the following reasons:
• An estimated 5.1 million jobs are expected to be lost in the next five years due to
advances in technology, specifically those in Artificial Intelligence, Machine Learning,
3D printing, and Robotics, according to a report from the World Economic Forum
(WEF) ([8]).
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• The WEF report also stated that “technological disruptions such as robotics and
Machine Learning - rather than completely replacing existing occupations and job
categories - are likely to substitute specific tasks previously carried out as part of
these jobs, freeing workers up to focus on new tasks and leading to rapidly changing
core skill sets in these occupations.”
• Hence, the AEC Industry, is likely to mean that workers would now move away from
working inside a machine to a central command centre, where they are overseeing
operations, helped by telematics, automation, and drone monitoring.
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1.5

Lucas Hui: Artificial Intelligence and Deep Learning - Risks and
Challenges

Deep Learning and associated Deep Neural Networks have made huge improvements and
demonstrated fascinating applications in the field of Artificial Intelligence and Machine
Learning recently.
This mini-project presentation studies the risks and challenges with Deep Learning so
far. Especially to the industries, it is still a data-driven block-box with simply garbagein-garbage-out property. Deep Learning encompasses neural network architectures design
with large number of hidden layers, set of algorithms that make such deep network trainable, and the huge amount of training data that creates meaningful output. Accordingly,
this presentation focuses on topics of network explanation which targets deeper understanding of network functions and data relationships, and network architecture design
which studies relationship between architecture and performance. In particular, these
topics address risks and challenges of deep learning as well as provide some insight to
solutions leading to stronger Artificial Intelligence-development.
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1.6

Teik Guan Tan: Artificial Intelligence for Recruitment

To understand how Artificial Intelligence is to be effectively applied in recruitment, we
need to first understand the changing nature of jobs and the problems faced in recruitment
because of these changes.
There is no doubt that the nature of jobs is changing at a very fast pace. The “Future
of Jobs report 2018” by World Economic Forum (WEF) highlights the challenges to be
faced in what is deemed as the 4th industrial revolution. These include issues such as the
growing skills instability and changing employment types. Over the period of 2018 to 2022,
nearly 50% of companies will reduce their workforce due to automation but many expect
new roles to be created due to automation. The good news is that there is a positive
outlook for jobs where 75 million jobs will be displaced due to the shift in labour, but 133
million new jobs will emerge as a result of this shift. The difficulty is that in this mere 4
years, the proportion of core skills needed to do the same job is a low 58%. This means
that there is a shift of 42% in required workforce skills where workers will need to re-skill
or up-skill in order to stay relevant on the job.
From a recruitment standpoint, the problems due to this change are multi-fold. The
competition to hire the right talents that fit the job will be intense while workers are
still being re-skilled and time is of the essence. The Internet brings about a much larger
applicant pool, and it is no longer possible for a HR manager to screen each application
individually. The new jobs in demand are also shifting to roles that leverage on distinctly
“human skills”. These include roles in Customer service, sales and marketing, innovation,
etc, which essentially require much more soft skills than before. Other roles include humanmachine designers, robot engineers which require deep, multi-disciplinary skills that cannot
be siloed into a single domain. This means that the traditional interview process is broken.
How is a HR manager or even a team of evaluators able to evaluate the soft-interpersonal
skills as well as the cross-domain deep skills in a face-to-face meeting? This is where we
expect Artificial Intelligence to perform well for recruitment.
We identify three areas where Artificial Intelligence has been applied in addressing recruitment:
1. Shortlisting / ranking of candidates: with so many different roles, each with its
own criteria and offers, how is a person able to find the best job fit? And how is
a company able to find the best talent? Linkedin.com, the worlds largest online
professional social media with over 500 million users, has the data and resources to
perform the necessary Data mining and Machine Learning to produce suitable rec15

ommendations for users and companies, perform shortlisting of candidates and even
do job referrals. For companies, Linkedin.com operate the ATS (Applicant Tracking
System) where new job postings are posted and marketed to relevant persons to be
filled. For head-hunters and recruiters, Linkedin.com utilizes Artificial Intelligence
to perform recommendations on possible candidates that can fit specific job profiles.
For end-users, Linkedin.com helps build the personal network through associations
in time, place and industry, and this in turn creates more data that can be mined
for information.
2. Assess soft skills: since soft skills which verbal and non-verbal interactions is highly
subjective for a human interviewer, Artificial Intelligence can play a more objective
role in identifying the various spoken and visual cues during a video interview or
video clip to assess the personality traits or even culture fit for a possible candidate to a job. Through the use of Computer vision, Natural language processing,
and even Gamification, such assessments can be done as a first-round filter so that
candidates that fit the requirements, e.g., positive body language (posture), ability
to smile genuinely while answering questions, choice of words, can then be shortlisted for an actual human interview. Startups that are providing such solutions
include http://zortify.com, http://pakkaprofile.com, http://yobs.io, and
http://interviewer.ai.
3. Testing deep skills: besides soft skills, the need to identify talent with relevant
deep skills is also crucial to companies. Merely looking at where the candidate has
graduated from, what the candidate has worked on in the past, or doing a paper
test is a poor proxy to determine the right talent for the job. Chatbots trained with
Natural Language Processing and a huge database of deep industry knowledge will
be able to interactively ask different types of questions, provide hints, prompt for
partial answers to eventually score the various skill levels of the candidates, at speed
and scale not feasible by Human Resources (HR) teams. Startups that are providing
such solutions include http://adaface.com and http://impress.ai.
The trend is therefore the application of Artificial Intelligence, both using Big Data and
Deep Learning, to augment the recruitment process to improve the quality of recruitment in
the future, rather than blindly relying on an Artificial Intelligence recruitment manager to
hire candidates automatically. This human-in-the-loop reduces the real risks in Artificial
Intelligence recruitment where data bias may result in candidates being classified into
unfair categories (e.g. race, age, colour, special needs) and removed from the hiring
16

process, and also makes up for areas where data is unavailable (such as changing business
trends).
In closing we see the selective and tactical application of Artificial Intelligence in recruiting as an effective measure for companies to hire and retain the best talent while full
responsibilities lie with the human HR recruiter who is ultimately accountable for the
hiring.
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1.7

Harry Lim: Artificial Intelligence in Medicine

Since 1970s, Artificial Intelligence has been explored for application in Medicine. The
MYCIN project was a simple inference engine for infectious disease, coded in Lisp at
Stanford University. The system was validated against top human medical experts; the
system managed to identify all treatable pathogen, hence, reducing the uncertainty to
administer anti-microbials. In spite of such excellent research results, it remained an
laboratory development and was never implemented into medical practice.
While there are still naysayers on Artificial Intelligence for Medicine, the medical and
Artificial Intelligence landscape has evolved in recent years, in particular, with the greater
acceptance of Artificial Intelligence in all fronts of our society, from automation, social
network, finance, supply chain, inclusive of health. Artificial Intelligence in itself may
not be able to shift this acceptability for technology, rather it is the confluence of various
complementing aspects of technology proliferation, culture evolution and legislation or
regulation establishment that create the opportunity for such acceptance.
Along with the 4th Industrial Revolution, Internet of Things and the Big Data have seen
the proliferation of wearable health monitoring devices and the power of analysis of crowd
health information over the cloud.
The project http://sugar.iq was a 2015 preventive medicine collaboration between
Medtech giant Medtronic and IBM Watson Health to develop an app for personalized
diabetes management. The app works with data from Medtronics continuous glucose monitor, and helps diabetes patients track how their medications, food, and lifestyle choices
affect their glucose level. The app was approved by FDA and launched in 2018. Coupled with edge analytics, it is envisaged that these systems could be extended to provide
time critical alerts for life saving application, which could other be impossible based on
traditional medical support, for instance in cases of stroke or cardiac seizure. In future,
timely automated intervention can be integrated to sustain the patient before the arrival
of medical assistance.
The concept of telemedicine could extend the reach of personalised medical services to
inaccessible regions while minimize the fatigue of medical practitioners. Natural Language
Processing played a key role in extracting and codifying text based medical information,
as well as facilitate the development of interactive or rehabilitative care system. These
clinical data often exist in but not limited to the form of demographics, medical notes,
electronic recordings from medical devices, physical examinations and clinical laboratory
and images. The integration of multi-source information could facilitate medical research
18

- one of the key impedance for Artificial Intelligence-application in Medicine due to the
requirement of huge databases for training.
Due to the dynamic response of individuals to different stimuli and medical treatment,
it was previously challenging to record (legibly), not to mention codify and aggregate
such data for analysis. The sharing of medical data are also tightly regulated by Health
Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPPA) of 1996 in United States to provide
data privacy and security provisions for safeguarding medical information.
In Singapore, the personal data is protected under the Personal Data Protection Act
(PDPA) 2012. The implementation of medical big data sharing applications are often
limited as they have to ensure that they do not violate such regulations. In response
to these recognized challenges, research work has began on privacy-preserving generative
deep neural networks to support clinical data sharing.
Determining the dose has traditionally depended on a combination of guidelines and educated guessworkand dosing errors make up 37% of all preventable medical errors. Artificial Intelligence has began to make their entry into consultative medical expert systems
(ES) and decision support system, for instance, to recommend the treatment prescription
dosage. It was reported that more than 12 million serious diagnostic errors each year in
United States, a third of the $3.6 trillion spent attributed to waste, and peak levels of
physician burnout, depression, and suicide. The stress and stakes on credibility of physicians due to the ever-increasing wealth of medical knowledge are tremendous and this
could be augmented by Artificial Intelligence detection and diagnostics, through more
comprehensive search with higher computing power.
Deep-learning Artificial Intelligence, with neural networks that will impact every type of
clinician, from helping to accurately read scans, slides, skin lesions, eyegrounds, and more,
to health systems, promoting the use of remote monitoring that ultimately obviates the
need for regular hospital rooms, and at the consumer level, by providing a virtual medical
coach to better manage or even prevent diseases. Computer vision has been one of the
most remarkable breakthroughs, thanks to machine learning and deep learning, and its a
particularly active healthcare application for Machine Learning.
Microsofts InnerEye initiative (started in 2010) is presently working on image diagnostic
tools, and the team has posted a number of videos explaining their developments, including
this video on machine learning for image analysis.
Artificial Intelligence can also be used in drug discovery through the analyzing of huge
amounts of data to gain a deeper understanding on the response of certain flu vaccines are
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effective for some people but not for others (a critical public health question considering
last years devastating flu season). This could lead to a more streamlined drug development
process that benefits both companies and patients.
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1.8

Ngoc Thi Nguyen: Artificial Intelligence and Human-Computer Interaction

With the emergent shift from cloud-based Artificial Intelligence to on-device Artificial Intelligence (1), Artificial Intelligence-algorithms and models extend their operations from
powerful machines residing in data centres to personal devices. The future of having Artificial Intelligence-powered systems (hereafter referred to as Artificial Intelligence-systems)
accessible, affordable and manageable on any personal computing devices is not too far
ahead.
The prospect of Artificial Intelligence to be used by individuals fosters cross-intelligence
interactions between Artificial Intelligence systems and Human Intelligence, Artificial Intelligence provides the long-term memory and computational power complement to the
capability of solving abstract problems and dealing with implicit knowledge of humans.
However, it also poses the key question: Are Artificial Intelligence systems usable
by everyone?
The term usable refers to the usability of a product. In the field of Human-Computer
Interaction, the usability property of a system is characterized by learnability, efficiency,
memorability, reliability in use, and user satisfaction (2), (3). Artificial Intelligence systems are built with strong focus in creating or improving algorithms and models, many
of them suffered from inadequate user interfaces which are not comprehensive to a user
who is not an Artificial Intelligence system designer. When and how should human users
intervene the automation of Artificial Intelligence systems while ensuring the efficiency
and effectiveness? Could the cross-intelligence interaction be able to create delightful user
experience? Rather than blindly applying Human-Computer Interaction design principles
into Artificial Intelligence systems, rather than considering Human-Computer Interaction
as an extension of Artificial Intelligence that involves human, or Artificial Intelligence
as an extension of Human-Computer Interaction with computational powers, it is time
to transit to the unification of Artificial Intelligence and Human-Computer Interaction
fields.
With Artificial Intelligence and Human-Computer Interaction unified, not only appropriate Artificial Intelligence-driven design principles, usability measures and evaluation
methods can be built based on existing ones, but also existing usability evaluation methods can be automated (e.g. Machine Learning-algorithms were used to automate usability
evaluation using questionnaires (4).
With Human-Computer Interaction’s structural approach from gaining the understand22

ing of target users to iterative design processes and usability evaluations, the usability of
Artificial Intelligence systems will be ensured before they are available to the end-users.
Assisted by Artificial Intelligence’s computational power, the process of identifying and
profiling target users – that helps guiding the design of user interfaces for Artificial Intelligence systems – would be significantly shorter in time. Once the two fields share their
own intention, usable Artificial Intelligence systems would be there for the end-users.
How good could usable Artificial Intelligence systems bring to the end-users? When
human users are aware and understand the Artificial Intelligence system’s behaviours and
capabilities, the benefit gaining from the cross-intelligence interaction is huge: simply
conveying what a user wants to achieve through interacting with an Artificial Intelligence
system – sounds like having a genie as in Aladdin story. As similar to the story, the
user would express his/her intention of having something done, but leave the Artificial
Intelligence system – our genie – to “think” how to do it. Intention differs from goal in
that intention conveys the passion that help people to navigate along the journey whereas
goal focuses on the destination of the journey (5). Intention enable people to assess
and make choices provided by Artificial Intelligence. What each person gets out from
interacting with Artificial Intelligence depends on own intention.
Naturally as a coin with two sides, along with the opportunities that usable Artificial Intelligence systems bring, come diverse range of risks. First, users would be at risk of over
relying on the choices made by Artificial Intelligence systems. For example, decreasing
problem-solving and decision-making abilities, not being able to detect errors caused by
the systems early. Second, over expectation could lead to the belief that an Artificial
Intelligence system could be as smart as its human user, thus creating the sense of disappointment or under-estimating the consequences caused by cross-intelligence interaction.
Under expectation may results in missing optimal use of Artificial Intelligence systems
or spending extra efforts in doing what Artificial Intelligence systems are already capable
of. Third, little privacy could be kept, the data collected from their users may be used or
disclosed without the user’s consent. Fourth, when the trust is built between a user and an
Artificial Intelligence system, it is possible that a human user would entrust the Artificial
Intelligence assistant for certain tasks. Who would be responsible for a grave mistake
that an Artificial Intelligence system makes? Last but not least, when the boundary of
distinguishing human from Artificial Intelligence blurs, how will we position our trust?
In summary, rather than comparing and competing Artificial Intelligence and human on
the intelligence level, it would be better to embrace both the strength and weakness each
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entity has and foster its collaborative interaction. For that reason, Artificial Intelligence
and Human-Computer Interaction fields should work together for the creation of usable
Artificial Intelligence systems that make cross-intelligence interaction meaningful.
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1.9

Kim Wai Cheuk: Artificial Intelligence and Automation

The advent of technologies has greatly changed our society. From taking months to mail a
letter across the ocean to sending emails in a split second, technologies have made our life
easier. With the recent breakthroughs in Machine Learning and Artificial Intelligence,
can we benefit humans life even more with these technologies? Task automation with
Artificial Intelligence will be discussed in the following paragraphs, and two cases, auto
car driving, and automatic audio transcription will be described.
Automation is a process that reduces the amount of work done by humans. One example
is automatic vehicle driving. This might seem like a futuristic idea, but many new railway
systems are operated with minimal human interactions or even without humans. So,
driving automation is possible. Then, why does it take so long to develop an auto driving
car? Driving a car is more difficult than driving an underground train. The traveling
directions of trains are already “programmed” by the tracks. There is no need to steer
the train to different directions. This leaves only two degree of freedoms for any railway
systems, acceleration and deceleration. Also, the traffic condition for railways are relatively
clean, there will not be traffic jams or unexpected traffic conditions for trains. Therefore,
trains operation can be automated without the need to analyzing road conditions.
On the contrary, there are more parameters when driving a car. You can steer left and
steer right, going forward and going backward. There will be different degrees of steering
depending on whether the driver wants to change lane or turn into a road junction. What
makes it even more difficult is the unpredictable traffic conditions. There might be road
repairs ahead, causing traffic jams. Then the auto driving cars need to be able to determine
the road condition and decide whether to move forward or not. What makes it worse is
there might be pedestrians or animals suddenly dashing out. The auto driving cars need
to be able to react to these situations.
Therefore, auto driving car has three main components, the location tracking system,
video processing system, and an automatic car control system: the Location tracking can
be achieved by using GPS without the need of Artificial Intelligence. But finding the
best route from current location to the destination might require Artificial Intelligence to
calculate the optimal path. Once the path is known, the control system can move the car
to follow the path suggested by the tracking system. But before moving out, the video
processing system needs to analysis the road condition to ensure it is safe to step on the
accelerating pedal. A video can be considered as a series of images taken within a second.
24 fps, which means 24 frames per second, is the most commonly used image capturing
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frequency. Therefore, a video processing system can be considered as a computer vision
problem. The challenging part is that processing video in real time requires a huge amount
of computation power. To achieve this, a high-performance computing system needs to be
installed inside the vehicle in order to handle all the incoming videos.
After analyzing the videos, the control system decides the actions to be performed next.
Should the car be moving forward? Should the car turn left? Should the car stop? All
these decisions rely on the videos. Therefore, without a good computer vision system,
a good decision cannot be made. In order to capture the road condition more precisely,
auto driving cars rely on not only one single camera, but they also rely on laser scanners,
radars and other fast scanning devices to get more information from the road. Processing
all the information and combining all the results will be a huge challenge as pointed
out in the paper Development of Steering Control System for Autonomous Vehicle Using
Geometry-Based Path Tracking Algorithm.
Even when focusing on a small part of the system, Artificial Intelligence can still help us to
improve our life. One example is the automatic audio transcription for videos. Youtube has
this function available in most of their videos already. Surprisingly, this system is related to
computer vision. Audio signal is usually represented in waveforms. But Fourier transform
can be used to transform the waveforms into spectrograms. Spectrogram are exactly
images, which can be processed and understand by existing computer vision networks
such as VGG16.
To sum up, Artificial Intelligence for automation is just a combination of several machine
learning algorithms. Even with each individual machine learning algorithm, they can still
achieve a lot and benefit our society. For example, solving audio related problems by
adopting computer vision techniques. To risk for developing Artificial Intelligence is the
potential loss of jobs for some people
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1.10

Matthew Yap: Artificial Intelligence and self-driving cars

With the advent of Machine Learning, one key challenge that people applied machine
learning would be creating systems that are smart enough to drive cars alongside with
us. Earliest experiments have been done since the 1920s (1) and when Defense Advanced
Research Projects Agency (DARPA) issue one of the biggest competitions in the field of
self-driving cars, with a grand prize of one million dollars (2), many researchers flocked to
the DARPA grand challenge.
The challenge required participants to create a system that was able to navigate through a
150-mile obstacle course in the Mojave Desert. The results after three of DARPA’s grand
challenge were astounding. From having no-one completing the course to almost half of the
participants completing the course. These results we seen from the grand challenge begs
the question; how soon will the self-driving cars be ready to assimilate into our society?
Before we delve into the challenges and opportunities of self-driving cars in our world
today, we will need to further understand the technology that drives self-driving cars.
There are three main components in a current self-driving car. One of these is the light
detection and ranging system (LIDAR). The functional theory behind LIDAR is having an
emitter shoot out millions of laser beams and measuring how long they take to reflect into a
receiver. The time difference between emission and receiving allows a simulation system to
map out a 3-dimensional map of the surroundings. This map is then fed to another neural
network-based system to determine the cars next action. Having a 3-dimensional map
produces much more information as compared to a typical 2-dimensional image captured
from a camera. Furthermore, a 3-dimensional map is in a format that is easily consumed
by the neural network-based system that controls the self-driving cars. However, LIDAR
is relatively expensive and currently priced at 7,500 per unit cost. Thus, many other
self-driving cars are looking at alternative technology like the radio detection and ranging
system more commonly known as the RADAR.
There are many differences between the RADAR and the LIDAR. One of the fundamental
differences between is the emission beam that both technologies emits. RADAR uses
radio waves while LIDAR uses a laser. This fundamental difference allows the LIDAR
to acquire a higher resolution image as compared to RADAR. Therefore, a self-driving
car using LIDAR technology will be able to differentiate a small child from a tree log
on the road and a self-driving car using RADAR technology will be unable to do so.
To circumvent this disadvantage, self-driving cars using RADAR technology will have to
complement an array of different sensors to make up for this lack of resolution.
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Another key component in self-driving cars is the software algorithms that power it. The
problems in self-driving cars can be classified simply into detection of an object, classification of an object, localization of an object and prediction of movement of said object.
To be able to deal with the problems stated above, a combination of different algorithms
is necessary. Scale-invariant feature transform (SIFT ) is one of the algorithms able to
detect objects in a picture. One key advantage SIFT has is; it is unaffected by changes in
rotation and scaling. This is an important feature needed for self-driving cars as object
detection algorithm needs to be robust to differing distance thus differing scaling.
With the increase in compute power in our current technology node, a previous infeasible
software algorithm; the neural network, has been catching peoples attention. Neural
networks consist many individual neurons in many hidden layers and being interconnected
with each other. This algorithm is particularly effective in classifying unannotated data.
To able to effectively classify future, unknown data, the neural network is then given
millions of annotated data set to train the weights and bias in the neural network. Once
the extensive training is completed, the algorithm will then be ready to classify objects
detected from SIFT.
After understanding the algorithms and functional theory behind self-driving cars, we
can further discuss on challenges faced by Artificial Intelligence in this industry. From the
technical discussion we did earlier we can agree that the technology behind self-driving cars
are relatively robust. However, in the event of an accident or an unpredictable scenario, we
have no current precedent to how we should handle the situation ethically and reasonably.
Furthermore, being with no current precedent, how do we know how will the algorithm
behind self-driving cars react to the scenario?
I do believe that since the car manufacturer has taken responsibility for manufacturing
the self-driving car, they should too be held responsible for the potential damage that
self-driving cars may cause. From manufacturing the self-driving cars to ensuring that
the cars are safe enough to be used on the street, the car manufacturer has been the key
driving force behind these tasks. That is also to say that the car manufacturer has the
most subject matter expertise in the area. Therefore, the responsibility should solely lie on
the car manufacturer in the event of the self-driving cars failing leading to accidents and
fatalities. However, these self-driving cars should also be subjected to fair treatment by
the law. Thus, if reckless driving by people is the root cause of any accidents or fatalities,
these self-driving cars should not be held responsible.
Another situation that might arise due to implementation of self-driving cars would be
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drivers relying on this job to feed their family. With the implementation of self-driving cars,
an estimated amount of 2.4 million jobs will be displaced in just the United States alone.
To mitigate these effects, governments that are interested to implement such technology
should also put out safety nets to ensure that these people that lost their jobs due to
self-driving technology are able to access platforms to either find them new jobs or get
retraining for new jobs.
Lastly, self-driving cars also have a moral dilemma such as if an accident is unable to be
prevented, what course of action should the car take? In the case of humans driving a car,
whatever actions that the human take can be deemed to be just a reaction, thus there are
no premeditation behind this reaction. However, if all actions by the self-driving car are
pre-programmed, then is the programmer to decide what course of action to take? And
in the scenario where no casualty can be avoided, what course of action should the car
take? Should the self-driving car preserve the life of the pedestrian or the car passenger. I
believe that in a moral dilemma, there are no straight forward way to resolve it. However,
laws and regulations should be in place to govern over such decisions in the case of a moral
dilemma. Furthermore, laws and regulations should reflect a countrys societal values thus
having a majority in agreement with them.
In conclusion, we can see that the technology behind self-driving cars are relatively mature
and robust. However, given that human lives will be at stake when self-driving cars are
implemented at scale, further testing and optimization should be the way to go. Also,
with the implementation of Artificial Intelligence, we can foresee many different ethical
issues arising and we should plan beforehand to resolve these issues before we implement
these self-driving cars.
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1.11

Shi Ke Ong: Artificial Intelligence and Privacy

At its core, Artificial Intelligence can be classified as a system that is capable of learning
through data that is fed to it. In the current century, Artificial Intelligence is continuously
being integrated into the lives of people to assist them in various forms. The rise of
Artificial Intelligence-powered virtual assistants and Artificial Intelligence-powered toys
are testaments to this trend. Along with this rising trend comes increasing concerns on
how privacy is safe-guarded as one feeds data into the Artificial Intelligence system to
enable it to assist us.
This short presentation highlights why people are concern about their privacy and some
methods that are currently adopted to address the concern. In order to learn, Artificial
Intelligence need to be feed with data. These data could come from various sources
that individually do not violate the privacy of an individual. Yet, given the ability of
the Artificial Intelligence to combine and make sense and connection between the data,
it could possibly identify an individual without consent. With such a possibility, it is
understandable for the rise of concern over Artificial Intelligence as it becomes integrated
into our daily lives; from Artificial Intelligence toys for children to Artificial Intelligence
virtual assistants, how can we safeguard the privacy of the vulnerable in society?
AI toys are of particular concern asthe privacy of children are at stake. Taking the Hello
Barbie-incident as an example: when Mattel introduced Hello Barbie as an Artificial
Intelligence toy in 2015, it met with protest from adults who were concern about the
privacy of children who posses the toy. Given its marketing strategy, consumers had the
impression that Hello Barbie would continuously record the conversation a child has with
it. This gave rise to concern as it is common for children to share their secrets with their
toys and pro-privacy consumers are concern on the misuse of such information since the
recordings would be send out to a third party via the internet.
Also of concern was the intimate questions asked by Hello Barbie. For example, Hello
Barbie would ask a child what he/she likes or what he/she wants to be in the future.
This information could potentially be used as marketing information to target the children. While it turns out that Hello Barbie is not as “intelligent” as it is marketed to
be, it can only record conversation when a button is pressed and will only respond if the
conversation is within its library, this illustrates the concerns of pro-privacy consumers
towards the vulnerable children population. Unlike Hello Barbie, Artificial Intelligence
virtual assistants such as Google Assistant are constantly recording what is going on in
the environment and is only activated by certain phrases.
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Virtual assistants rely on voice recognition and Natural Language Processing- technology.
Recently, these virtual assistants had achieved much advancement that they are able to
pass the Turing test and thus aid individuals in making appointments. As mentioned
previously, the concern of pro-privacy consumers would be how the passively recorded
audio are being processed and stored and the potential on how these data would be
used. While there are no direct answers, there had been attempts to ease the concerns
over Artificial Intelligence through the introduction of preventive measures such as the
differential privacy systems and homomorphic encryption. Differential privacysystems
introduce randomness into user data in order to prevent de-anonymization tactics from
succeeding while homomorphic encryption adds a layer of security by allowing Machine
Learning-algorithms to operate on data without decrypting it. Although these are in the
early development stages, they are testament towards the safe integration of Artificial
Intelligence into our lives.
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1.12

Verina Cristie: Artificial Intelligence and Design - will Artificial
Intelligence take over humans as designers?

The first Computer Aided Design-software was created by Ivan Sutherland at MIT in 1960,
a namely SSKETCHPAD - taking the analogy of paper sketching to digital sketching,
demonstrating capability of computer technical drawing. From 1960s until now, there are
several interesting developments in the field of architecture design in regard to Artificial
Intelligence. In 1975, Nicholas Negroponte, discussed the early work of Human-Computer
Interaction, Computer graphics, and Artificial Intelligence in his book The Architecture
Machine. In essence, what he suggested is an intelligent machine that would bypass
architects and communicate directly with users to understand and help design users house.
Further, to bring it bigger from housing scale to urban scale, SEEK was designed, an
exhibition of blocks configuration with living gerbils moving inside a plexiglass, where
blocks represented buildings/urban space, and gerbils represented humans. A computercontrolled robotic arms were to move the blocks accordingly based on how the gerbils
moved. This is considered an early picture of what an intelligent/adaptive architecture can
be. Negroponte founded the Architecture Machine Group, an interdisciplinary laboratory
where architecture and computer science came together, and we would argue that much of
the works are influenced by the rise of popularity in cybernetics and Artificial Intelligence
during that period as well.
In 1977, Christopher Alexander published the book A Pattern Language, deliberating
on how design can be broken down into patterns, and thus people are able to design
for themselves as how we are using language to form conversation, to articulate and
communicate. Alexanders pattern language was influential during his time and one could
also easily draw parallel line of his pattern language and object-oriented design in computer
science.
CAD software grows in its sophistication, and computation power grows double every
two year (Moores law). Fast forward to late 90s to early 2000s, computational design
era architecture field begins. In short, computational design is the shift from design
expression from geometry to logic. Parametric design was introduced and thrived during
this period where design is not done by merely manipulating 3D geometry model, but
changing the parameters of design, specifying the logic of design, et cetera. Designers
learned to be programmers and were familiar with the practice of visual programming
specifying connections between design components to form designs. In addition, not only
logic is integrated, an easier access computational power also means architects started to
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use simulations (structural and environmental simulation, for example) in their designs in
this period.
Architecture comes from the Greek word “Arkhi” meaning chief, and “tekton” means
builder. The field of architecture is always traditionally been interdisciplinary being chief
and combining crafts of many fields crafts of design, mathematics (calculation), and carpentry (structures, building). It has constantly adapting to advancement in every other
fields and see how it can be integrated into the design. With current advancement in machine learning, two popular uses of Artificial Intelligence in architecture is for optimisation
and generative design.
Design goes through multiple iteration of balancing the subjective and objective it should
be aesthetically pleasant enough, while balancing all the objective criteria of a design. In
a building design, this could be a well-lit building, cost to build the building, the green
factor of the building, floor area profit maximation, et cetera. Currently, a lot of the
work in architectural design is surrounding this field where evolutionary algorithm is
used to optimise these multiple goals, and hence generating different designs based on the
evolutions.
The original architecture machine that Negroponte imagined would still be far from our
reach for now. Designers still need to communicate to client to understand their need
and further generate initial input for computer to further optimise and generate design
options. What seems to be the state of Artificial Intelligence and Design now is an
Assistive Intelligence, or in Joi Ito s word: an Extended Intelligence. Instead of thinking
that machine will overtake designers, for now we will stick to machine will extend the
capability of designer to generate plenty of design options, and often, designs that are
probably not conceivable by human minds before; especially because machines are very
good at producing hundreds and even thousands of design options.
Before we move forward to an even more Artificial Intelligence-controlled design, perhaps
two foreseeable questions are: firstly, just like in other creative industries, often design is
a private business there is an issue of Intellectual Property. If Artificial Intelligence is
to have total control of design, who will be the designer? And secondly, before a truly
Artificial Intelligence designer can come to place, it has to be fed with a lot of design
process data. But what is a design process data, how could we capture design process
better? The last question is part of this writers PhD research.
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2

Course organisation

2.1

Aims and goals

Since its beginning in conjunction with machines, the field of Artificial Intelligence has
been very much stamped by the desire to bring cognitive human abilities to machine,
for example, to represent knowledge, to reason, to plan, to understand, to take logical
conclusions, and to learn. However, the meaning of Artificial Intelligence has changed in
the last years dramatically. Whereas the original idea still concerns the simulation as well
as realisation of cognitive (human) abilities as mentioned above (so-called “strong AI”), the
recent achievements in hard-/software as well as the more and more efficient management
of masses of data (Big Data) have intersected Artificial Intelligence and have led to a
new discipline that is called ‘weak AI’. Here, the human being is understood as to be the
centric element while Artificial Intelligence serves as a supporting instrument.
A first goal of the course has been to demonstrate the aforementioned situation by giving
a selected example of both a weak and a strong AI. A second goal has been to sharpen the
understanding of the need for natural language processing (in the sense of Artificial Intelligence) through a deeper consideration of individual technical components. The course
has been concepted for 20 units, with 4 units on every day. Whereas Monday through
Thursday had been dedicated to lectures, the Friday included a workshop, organised by
the participants.

2.2
2.2.1

Content of the course
Day 1 + 2: Weak AI (Data Mining)

As a first characteristic point of Artificial Intelligence, we have learned the principles of
the field of Data Mining in order to motivate the aforementioned intersection towards a
weak AI. Data Mining uses masses of (= big) data as its fundament as well as Machine
Learning-techniques as a main (but not only) technical functionality in order to discover
potentially interesting and novel patterns. As mentioned above, the last word here still
has the human being (in the role as centric element), since, e.g., causalities can not be
justified by a machine.
In this context, we have discussed selected algorithms to (semi-automatically) discover
associations in data masses (industrial application: Market Basket Analysis) as well as
a conceptual idea of finding profiles/clusters. The latter depends on similarity measures,
which are subjective (= the data scientist decides) but intrinsic to human beings.
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2.2.2

Day 2 + 3 : Strong AI (Natural Language Understanding)

As mentioned, the strong Artificial Intelligence is very much stamped by the desire to bring
cognitive human abilities to machine (see above). A second point, therefore, has concerned
the ability to understand natural language, especially in the presence of an ambiguity of
word senses. As an example, we may see the sentence the astronomer marries a star,
where the term star might either reference to a geometric figure, a celestial object, or a
movie star. For this, a connectionist system had been introduced. And, in order to see the
value of such a connectionist system, two aspects have been communicated: connectionism
and parsing.
A connectionist system is basically an artificial neural system as we know, but owns a
symbol as its value in addition; it is, therefore, both sub-symbolic and symbolic. Moreover,
artificial (connectionist) cells that are connected with each other can be either positively
(excitatory) or negatively (inhibitory) stimulating. With that, different word senses are
naturally inhibitory to each other, whereas, for example, a word with its lexical category
is, of course, excitatory. With that, a competitive learning finally take place, where a
word-sense converges to its winner word-sense (= “takes it all”) through a spreading of
excitatory and inhibitory stimulations over several cycles (each cycle represents a sending
of stimulations plus a cell activation update).
Parsing denotes the process of finding a syntactical (and explainable) structure for text
written in natural language. Several basic lexical categories exist here, for example nouns,
verbs, adjectives, and others. These can be summarized gradually, for example to a
nominal phrase, a verbal phrase, or a prepositional phrase, or, finally, to the start symbol
(that typically denotes the end of a parsing). Several parsing strategies exist here, for
example a chart parser as it has been presented, dependency parsers, and many more. We
have also seen, that in case of a syntactical ambiguity, the parsing of a sentence like the
dog sees the man in the park my lead to two competing representations (where both are
valid).
Putting together 1) and 2), a sentence like the astronomer marries a star can be
resolved as follows: the system differentiates several layers (syntax, semantics, context
layers), which additionally share a mutual collaboration (0 cells on the semantic side, for
example, stimulate or are stimulated by cells on the context side). In a first iterative
process, a word is read step-by-step. Each time, associated cells on each layer are created
(syntax and semantic layer only; context cells are hard-coded) and stimulated. The whole
networks expands until the last word has appeared. In a second iterative process, a certain
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number of cycles take place. In each cycle, each cell stimulated its neighbors in parallel;
a next cycle is made after an update of the cells activation status. The iterative process
stops, if the global improvement is below a threshold (delta). The hope is that finally a
correct word sense for star can be found. As mentioned, this heavily depends on external
sources, for example the context, the associative memory (which represents the link from
semantic (+ word sense) cells to context cells), a delta, and others. In our example, we
have observed that the meaning star = celestial object switches to star = movie star
somewhere between cycle 42 and cycle 85.
2.2.3

Day 4: Selected Aspects of Natural Language Processing

Additionally, a more dynamic approach of establishing an associative memory was presented. It is supposed that the connections between words are generated and updated,
respectively, after their appearances in a natural conversation between human beings. For
example, the presentation of a sentence I like the forest - the forest is green produces
a graph that finally consists of three cells, namely I, forest, and green with connection
weights of

1
n

(n=3). An adaptation of these weights appears each time a sentence is pre-

sented. If an associative appearance of, e.g., between forest and green never appears again,
the connection degenerates. Otherwise, the connection increases.
All in all, this is a very simple but powerful idea, which may lead to an explosion of
connections. To prevent, we may consider a regulation, for example minimum and maximum values for associative connections. A disadvantage is that negations are hardly to
be managed. I like the forest and I do not like the forest are - in its current version - to
be handled in a same way.
We have concerned the chatbot system Eliza, which is an early work introduced by Joseph
Weizebaum in the mide of the 60s. Eliza promises to be intelligent, but which is not. It
simply follows a pattern matching idea, where the input of an user and existing pattern
matching rules are used for the generation of a response.
The last part of the lecture series was a discussion about natural language aspects against
the background of an artificially intelligent chatbot: what does it have to be able to recognize and to repair incorrect words? What do linguistic terms such as word normalization,
stemming (i.e., the idea of suffix stripping through the Porter Stemmer ), and part of
speech recognition mean? While in the first case different similarity measures, such as the
distance between words (Edit Distance), the phonetic distance between words (Soundex ),
and the use of n-grams in combination with the Jaccard index. We finally illuminated the
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impact of Sentiment Analysis and Emotion Detection.
2.2.4

Day 5 : Workshop

see Chapter 1
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3

Thank you!

This course has taken place from 3 to 7 June 2019 at the Singapore University of Technology and Design (SUTD) with PhD and Master students, who filled the course with zeal,
interest and thirst for knowledge.
In this light, I would like to thank M. Sasi Kumar, M. Lim Yi, Ms. Oh Xi Yu, M.
Kim Seng Woon, M. Lucas Hui, M. Teik Guan Tan, M. Harry Lim, Ms. Thi
Ngoc Nguyen, M. Kim Wai Cheuk, M. Matthew Yap, Ms. Shi Ke Ong, and Ms.
Verina Cristie very much, not only for the extended abstract about their projects, but
even more for their interest, passion, and the valuable discussions. I have felt a harmonious
and vibrant atmosphere, which has contributed a lot to a successful learning.
I also owe thanks to Mrs Jaclyn Chang and Mrs Irene Lee, both from the Office of
Graduate Studies, for the excellent organization/support before and during the course as
well as the foresightness and proactivity, with which we all have been accompanied.
Last but not least, I would like to express my sincere gratitude to Professor Roland
Bouffanais, who has invited me to Singapore and who has offered me the opportunity to
hold the course at SUTD. This has not only allowed me to apply my pedagogical skills in
a new cultural environment, but also to take the experiences, which I have gained, back
to Luxembourg.
I hope that this course will support to deepen the existing connections between Singapore
and Luxembourg even further.

Singapore, June 2019

Prof Dr Christoph Schommer
Associate Professor for Artificial Intelligence
Dept of Computer Science, ILIAS Lab, see http://ilias.uni.lu
University of Luxembourg, LUXEMBOURG
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